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Little siblings to visit Xavier 
By ROCCINA STELLATANO time when families are growing 
M.n ... ng Editor . apart, how about spending a few 
Remember that 16 year old _ days with your younger brothers and 
brother you left roaming the streets sisters?'' However, Pearson said that 
of Chicago at Christmas break? Or students could invite their cousins, 
how about that toothless six year old nieces; nephews, or neighborhood 
who. keeps spilling milk and drop- friends. Provisions_willalso be made 
ping cookie crumbs on your ten- for those students who would like to 
·page term papers? · "borrow" a little "sib" for· the 
The Weekend of March 10, Stu-· weekend. 
dent Government will. sponsor the Pearson noted that many different 
first annual Little Sibling weekimd. university departments became in-
O~ganized. by Student Government volved in planning for the weekend. 
Vice-President, Katie Pearson, "Lil "Campus. Ministry, Housing, 
Sib Weekend" is a way for s~udents ShamrQCk Food Service, the Sports 
to bring their brothers and sisters on Complex personnel, and many 
campus and introduce them to · students have really cooperated in 
Xavier. · ·the effort," she said. Pearson added 
Friday, March 10: 
3-7 p.m. Registration, Front Lob-
by, University Center. 
4:30~:30 p.m. Dinner, Cafeteria 
6:30-7:30 p.m. Ice Cream Social, 
Hearth Room. 
8:00 p.m. Films, Multi-purpose 
rooms - Sports Complex. 
Saturday, March II: · 
9-10 a.m. Breakfast, Cafeteria 
10:15 a.m. Bus leaves for Zoo 
I :30 p.m. Lunch, Cafeteria 
. 2:304:00 p.m. Field Day, Sports 
Complex and vicinity, . 
4-6 p.m. Free time and Dinner -
Cafeteria · 
8:00 p.m. Mass, Bellarmine 
9-12 a.m. Dance, Musketeer Inn 
(25e drinks) 
Sunday, March 12: 
10:30 a.m. Breakfast and awards, 
Cafeteria. · 
_ Stall photo by Anne K. Abate 
Former U.S. Senator Robert Taft, Jr., who was the featured speaker at thel1st 
O'Brien lecture series February 23. His topic was Eurocommunlsm. · 
Taft discqsses Eurocommunism· 
The cost for the entire weekend is . that she wants Little Siblin~. 
$6.. This. amount includes Friday Weekend to be successful and hopes 
night" d!nner and ice cream social, that it will "help bring both com-
three m~ls on Saturday -'and muters and dormies. togeth~r." 
breakfa_st'Stinday. The "sibs" are en- Registration . forms will be. 
couraged to bring a sleeping bag, as available at the Information Desk 
6th floor Kuhlman and Brockman and. across from the Grill 'until 
lounges are . desig~ted sleeping March • 6. Students · can also 
areas. Commutei'!! ·may also stay in . volunteer to help coordinated Little By BERNARD HESTER . relations is not evident. Taft -said. he rocommunist are Marxists, Taft said 
the dorms and take advantage of the Sibling Weekend activities during N- Gut~t WrH• believes the impact of national com- they are also nationalists, which does 
$6 meal plim. · · · this time. The agenda for the Former U.S. Senator Robert Taft munist party domination or impor- notfollow the Soviet modeL ConiC;. 
· The.themeforthe weekend ~s, ·:At. weekend is as follows: · Jr. spoke at Xavier last Thursday tant participation of communists in rqiiently, little opportunity for Soviet 
· · · · · · · · · · evening, Feb. 23, · on the topic or' the governments of the European ·penetmtion exists. 
Election. procedures St!l. ~hk~~~!k~~~~he6~i~ieri~ct:~ ~~~.~:c!~d ~~;~~r:.eriously hurt ris~~~~~;~~~~~~~i;~v!~:i~i:~~ 
:. s~udents~i~:Vot~~·t_~;~cc~p~~~¢\~~~~~~.d-12-4,-in secret ball~t •. to- . • ~;~:·o:~~::::z~~~~-i:::tt;?:.!:.: ·•• sti~·ta~~~~l't~~t::e.~:~l~o~~~:~. ..~::~:=~at~~~:~~~'::.t~~~eJ8~~ o~~:. 
new. Student GovernmenCElecti~n .. limit· Ma·n publiCity to one sign per development of Eurocomriiunisin tolerable the concept of Eurocom- . Eurocommunists present a. threat to 
Board constitution on.Thursday; candidate(orticket)riottoexceed9' has becomeiminiporta,~tissue,"the munist Parties' domination of the the presently unchallenged 
February 23. The vote was 13-2 with by 6' and two.additional sign11 not to former Senator said in his talk's in- Free World Nations, even if gained hegemony of Soviet. Communist 
.l.abstention. Senator Dave Scaletta,. exceed 3' by 5'. A person carrying a traduction. · through democratic elections," Ta:ft Supremacy. Eurocommunism could 
who submitted the bill,.said it was sign is considered an "outside sign" The .development- of Eurocom- said. Such· a stand is made because become the Soviet Union's second 
·necessary. because the old constitu- and must remain within. the· Mall munism in the past three to four America is afmid that popular com- · China. Euracommunism allows the 
tion was "full of holes." · area. 'No limit has· been set on the years has alarmed and attmcted both . munist participation in the Western- Soviet Union a status of one among 
· One ofthe major points included number of persons permitted to the Soviet Union and the United European Governments would · equaJs; a situation upon which 
in the constitution is a ·clarification carry campaign posters. . States. Eurocommunism refers t.o develop into serious Security Moscow looks disfavorably. Not 
of the requirem~nts for candidates · The pl'oposal to liniit Mall signs the phenomenon of the E~~opean threats. Taft said it would be almost only does Eurocommunism threaten 
seeking Student Government office. generated much debate within Communist ·Parties' use of impossibletoentrustmilitarysecrets the Soviet hegemony, but it also· 
Under the new constitution, a can- Senate. Scaletta explained the democratic means to gain access to to these powers· because of com- threatens the U.S.S.R.'s prestige in 
didate must be a full-time un- proposal as a move to keep the cam~ power; means which are in. direct munist participation in their Europe both economically and 
dergraduate at Xavier, able to fill a pus presentable during the election conflict with their Leninistic- · governments. This would render politically. · 
complete term of one year. This is an process and to force candidates out Stalinistic dogmas. Four. Western · N.A.T.O. essentially powerless. ·Taft drew his information from · 
accepted practice,· according to to ineet people. According to Car- European countries are in the center On the economic front, Taft said discussions on the growth of En-
Senator Mark Cardosi, which has dosi, the· sign limit forcing can- spot light; they are: Italy, with the he foresees little change. He based rocommunism which took place last 
never been written down. Further, didates to meet others may work in largest communist party in Western this opinion on the fact that U.S. October, 1977, in Bonn, West Gee-
Election· Board chairpersons and theory, but in practice it gives dorm Europe, 34.4 percent of the elec- economic relations with the Eastern many, atthe Trilateml Commission. 
members· are not permitted to hold students ari advantage. "It makes torate; Fmnce, with 21.3 percent, Communist Blocks ~ave recently ex- He is a member of the Commission 
Senate positions or actively cam- commuters work two to three times Portugal, with 14.6 and Spain, panded and this has resulted in in- which is a private, nongovernmental 
palgn or support any C!lndidate.Jor as hard as dormies," he said. "I feel whose recently legitimated com- creased trade. If Western European organization made up of delegates 
Senate office.· the litter problems could have been munist party accounts· for 9 percent Powers were to become communist from North America, Japan and 
The acceptance·of the new con~ approachedinacompletelydifferent of the electorate and promises to. they would still be economically Western Europe. 
stitution marks the formal creation way ·with penalties for signs not become a viable political party. dependent on the west (i.e. the Un- Presently the former Senator is 
of a ~ve-person board which must cleaned up· or fallen signs left un- Taft said that U.S.-led Western ites States.) practicing law in Washington D.C. 
be. completely autonomous from . attended." No limit has been im- Powers express fear because the Taft minimized the possibility of He has no concrete plans for the 
Senate according to Scaletta. "It will posed on signs posted on the dorm future impact 'of Eurocommunism Western Europe's transformation future, but said he enjoy_s his present 
give the Election Board a tremen- walls and Cardosi said he views this on intra- and inter-European into a Soviet .bloc. While the Eu- status as private citizen very much._ 
dous amount of authority to' run as· a possible' loophole in the 
things well," he said. regulations. 
Senate established further election Senate has also decided to con-' 
procedures at a meeting February sider donations of material or c~sh 
27. Elections have been tentatively within the $75 election expenditure 
·scheduled for March 15-16 and the limit for presidential and vic;e-
community should witness presidential candidates $30 limit for 
............. , ... t'".'l!i on the Mall. other candidate. 
x1vter 11umnu1 H. Fr.rlck Nebel received the DlatlngulahedAI,•mr•uilwlrd 
for 1171 11 the Homecoming ceremonlu 81turci•J evenln_g,· Febru•ry 2s; 
' . 
. Nebel recipient Of al·umni award 
H. Frederick Nebel, a 1938 Xavier 
. Alumnus, received the Distinguish-
ed Alumnus Award for 1978 at 
Homecoming ceremonies Saturday 
evening,· Feb. 25, at Stouffer's Inn. 
The Distinguished Alumnus 
Award is prese11ied annually to that 
Xavier graduate "who has inseltle8s 
devotion provided outstanding ser-
vice to the University.and the com-
munity and whose personal living 
reflects Jesuit moral ·and ethical 
standards." · ._ 
Nebel has .worked for Xavier for 
almost as many years as he~s been 
out of Xavier~s classrooms. He was 
president of the Xavier Alumni 
Associatiqn, president of the Dads 
Club, chairman of the.Dads United. 
for Xavier (DUX), arid chairman of 
the Living-Endowment Fund. 1-le is~ 
the only Xavier alumnus ever to have 
served as president and fund chair-
man for both the Alumni· Associa- · 
tion and the Dads Club. Nebel was · 
chairman of the alumni division of 
· Xavier's Advancement Fund. 
Graduated from Xavier magna 
cum laude in 1938, Nebel played 
football for four years and was team 
captain in his senior year. He was a 
member of the Chicago Tribune 
College All-Star Team that defeated 
the Washington Redskins in August 
1938, . 
In 1976 Nebel retired from Procter 
& Gamble where he had worked 
since his graduation. His last posi-
tion with P & G was Export Coor-
dinator, International· Industrial 
chemical Sales, Procter & Gamble 
Distributing Co. , 
Nebel was awarded .Xavier's Dis~ 
tinguished Service Medal in 1975. 
This medal is Xavier's hightest non-
academic, non-alumni award. 
., The plaque which will be awarded 
to Nebel on Saturday evening at the 
Homecoming dinner dance . reads: .. 
"To recognize his exemplary life and 
. his outstanding contributions to his 
fellow man, his Church, his com-
munity;and his university this award 
is presented to H. Frederick Nebel, 
Class of 1!'138,. (on} February 25, 
1978. (signed) Frank Sommerkamp; 
Jr., President, Alumni Associatio·n 
(and) R. W. Mulligan, S.J., Presi-
dent, Xavier University. 
Nebel and his wife live in Hyde 
·Park .. They are the parents of four · 
children, two of whom also 
graduated from XavierUniversity. 
r p d • ""~~~ .aro y 1ssue . 
The ennu11 X•vler·News .-rodr 
Issue will be publlahed In April, 
under the direction of George S. 
Maley. Anr student Interested In 
contributing m1lerl1lshould luve 
their name end phone number 1t 
the New.1· office located behind the 
University Center lnform111on 
Desk. 
... 
· n " ·p·· . ' · -. ·1·d· ·. I' h. . . h .. ·1··· ·· r--..~··-···=~ ang•·:_< .· u~· _: ___ as_n~o- · -~·-o 
--~· . ·' . . . . - ··-:• .. :.·-.-:·; ... -···-. 
By _SUE GERMANN 
Qrlfllll lclllor -
If you're interested in directing Xavier's Manresa program please . 
leave your name and number at the News. Office. Manresa is the 
aDDual program held before the beginning ofthe first semester: Those 
participa~ng are able to. associate with others and do a lot of thinking · 
about thetr role at Xavter. It's a great way to make new friends and 
start the vear otT rijht. 
••••• 
The Xavier Piano Series concludes on Sunday, March S, with the 
presentation ofAido Ciccolini. Mr. Ciccolini made music history with 
bis recOrdings of the Complete Piano Music of Erik Satie. The concert . 
is in the theatre at 3:00 p.m. · · 
• • •••• 
Next weekend, March 10-12, kids ofall ages will invade Xavier for-
Little Sibling Weekend. It promises to be a good time with lots of 
special events planned for their (and your) enjoyment. 
•• Ill •• 
Tom Atkins, endorsed Republican candidate for _the 2nd · 
Congre!isi_onal District, will speak at the combined Xavier tJniversity 
Hamilton County Young Republican Club Meeting. It's at 7:30p.m., 
Thursday, March 9, at the Cuvier Press Club, lOS W. 4th Street, 
Downtown. Also featured will be Col. Rich~rd L. Dooley (Ret.), 
former professor here at X. He will talk on the Panama Canal, where. · 
he was stationed during his career.For further information call Mike 
Bachman at 451-1076. 
• •••• 
·Financial . Aid applications must be on file in the Financial Aid 
office by April IS. You can pick up all necessary forms in the ' 
Financial Aid Office. - · . - · 
••••• 
Gallipolis State Institute will have a representative at the Career 
Planning and Placement Office on March 20. He will be interviewing 
candidates for the following positions: Activity Therapy Specialist, 
Speech and ,Hearing Therapist, Social Service Worker, Vocational 
'Rehabilitation ~ounselor, Staff Psychologist, Psychology Assistant, 
Licensed PhysU:al Therapist, and. Activity Therapy Administrator. 
This is an unusual opportunity for XU Students to interview, 
through CP • P, for the above positions. The schedule will be open to 
any qualified candidates. Please check with Career Planning and 
Placeqtent for -~etails; _ _ _ · . . . . . ' 
Don't forget Morning Prayer. weekdays at 8:05a.m. in Bellarmine . 
••••• 
On March 2, (that's tonight, folks) there will be a meeting of the · 
Young Democrats. It will be held at 8:00p.m. on the 4th floor of 













Dance Lessons 5:30-7 OKI Room 
"Graffiti in Black: 
A Look at Black History" All Day Univ. Cent. 
Workshop: "A Look at 
Black History 7:30p.m. Kelley Aud. 
.. A Look at the Black 
Professional" 
Mini Business Expo 10:00 a.m. Univ. Cent. 
Panel presentation: 
.. Black PROFESSIONALS Strength-
enina the Black Community" 2:00 p.m. Kelley Aud. 
-Marathon Workshop: .. Let's 
Get to the Root of 
Our Problems". 10:00 ap.m. 6th floor 
Kuhlman 
Ruaby- XU v. Dayton 1:30 a.m. Stadium 
BlackAwareneasWeekBanquet7:30 p.m. Netherland 
Hilton 
Military Ball 8:00p.m. Cafeteria 
Coffeehouse 9:00p.m. Pied Piper 
Wonbip II:OOa.m. Allen TeJ1!ple · 
·A.M.E. 
- 538 Broadway 
Piano Concert -
Aldo Cicc~;~lini 3:00p.m. Theatre 
"Gospel Extravasanza"- Sl 4:00p.m. Mt. Zion A.M.E. 
Walter & Altoona 
Mennaid Tavern 8:00p.m. Ratt House 
Women's Night 8-11 p.m. Sports Complex 
Dance Lessons 5:30-7 p.m. Annory 
Dauce Lessons 5:30-7 p.m. OKI Room 
Th~ Lady's Not 
For Burning 8:00p.m. Theatre 
Little Sibling 
Weekend Begins 
The lAy's Not 
For Burning 8:00p.m. Theatre 
The lAdy's Not 
For Burning 8:00p.m. Theatre 
Classical Guitar 8:00p.m. Bellarmine 
edilorials rellecl lhe opinion of a majority of ·;he· · 
Ed.it~rinl ~oilrd and do not nec:essarily represl!nl lhe . 
. opm1on oil he student body, faculty, or adminisaration 
df Xavier University. 
The New.• is published weekly during tbe school year 
. , . . . c~cept dunng vacation and examination periods by 
T~e Xav~er N_ew•ls lhe o~fic•alslUdent newspaper of Xavier University, Cincinnati, Ohio 45207. Subscrip· 
~av1er Umvcn~t~ .. The art1cl~~' pictures, and Jormot tions nrc $5.00 per year. The NtW¥1 wu ~n '!red us st.-
are the re~ponsJbJIJiy of l~c _edJtors and do not repre· cond cla<S maner October 4, 1946, at I he Posl Office of 
,scn_t the. y1e~s of_ I~ _!ld".'!':'.~'t!ato~, faeul!Y· and .~lu:, Cincinnali, Ohio under lhe Act of March 3, 1879. 
dent body_ of Xa~1er ~mless 'Flfically stated. All Le11ers submined to- the Ntwo for pubiication ;,uii · 
By BOB WILKING P.C.P.-making equipment._ . mouths and sweat, and can also ex-
...W.SIItl w11t.r What makes P.C.P. uncommon in . perience nausea or blurred vision. 
More and. more -Americans are contrast with other drugs are its Modera~e doses have been known to '·' 
becoming aware of the effects ofthe after-effects. Victims have reported- increase respiratory· rates, while 
dangerous. drug known as phen- ly gone into rages, and have done heavy doses often decrease the rate. ---~ 
.. cyclidine, or P.C.P. It is known also things that might not have occurred In t~ing victims of P.C.P., a 
- as "angel- dust," "crystal joints," under the influence of the· better quiet environment with· little or no' 
"super grass," and "rocket fuei.".The . known drugs. physical contacf is employed. Out~ 
U.C. -Drug and Poison Information According to a recent article in side rioises and even. verbal com-
Center has issued a report on P.t::::P. Time, users ate unaware of the munication can often excite victims 
and a community workshop was dangersofthedrug,andofwhatthey into rages. Tranquilizer:~ are often 
held at U .C. February 25 to examine do under the~rug's effect. It is said avoided, although in some cases a 
ramifications of the drug. that one California victim entered a specific type of sedative cari be used) 
In its original form P.C.P. is- stranger's home and killed a baby · The Drug and Poison Information 
crystalized, but it cari be crushed into · and stabbed a pregnant woman in . Center located ()ri the U .C campus 
a powder and snorted, sprinkled on the stomach. Another man in san - can provide further iruormation. 
marijuana, injected as IL!luid,- or Diego pulled his eyes out with his Their number is 872-S Ill. 
placed in capsules. Like many other own hands. Victimsofthedrugoften It isimportant to emphasize that 
illegal drugs it iuiasilyavailable,due walk in a daze. Many walk un~ the chances of irijury to users and 
to its price ($10.00 for about five knowingly Into rivers or lakes and others are far greater ·with P.C.P. 
highs, according to the U .C. Drug drown .. · -· - than with more conventional drugs. 
and Poison Information Center), The drug has other effects on the During the 60's arid .early 70's effects 
and the . ease with . which . it is body's system. In addition to the of marijuana were fabricated or 
manufactured. It is said that people dazedcondition,itaffectsthecentral. blown out of proportion by many 
with the simplest of chemistry nervous system by intensifying fear, people. But, P.C.P.,accordingtothe 
backgrounds can produce P.C.P. a loss of concentration, amnesia, National Institute on Drug Abuse 
However, due to the volatility of the fee_lings of isolation, convulsions, or Director, Robert DuPont, i'it's a real 
-solvents involved, many explosions comas. It can affect the blood terror of a -drug: Everything. people 
occur, and suspicious law_ enforcers pressure level and increase the heart used to say about marijuana is true 
inv•est:iga1ting eltDilt>Silt>n-s. often find rate. Users also mav about dust." 
Member1 of Mermaid Tavern (from left: Dr. John Getz,Ariita Buck, Stephanie Kovalcik Hlow•8rcll HttndlrlxinciJCiie 
berger) relax and dl,cuullterature. · · • . ' . 
TOaSt literature a·t the Tavern 
. By MEG BOHLEN ·· g~ther at the Mermaid· Tavern to much more conducive tcfdiscussion 
• ; ,._ '"" Wll!-' . • dascuss and criticize their poems and and critiCism... · - · ·: ~ 
A. btt ~f the ole Engbsh bves on at . plays. At Xavier . the Tavern has There is a congenial mingling of 
. Xavaer ·~ the ~sement of the much the same purpose. . · alumni, faculty, · graduate, ·.·· and 
R!lttennan House. Once a we~k, .The Mermaid- Tavern at_Xavier undergraduate students present; 
Wtth the help of warm cocoa on_vu~e was founded in 193I by the Rev. T~e current undergrad membership 
and theesed ~he base~ent lS Paul. Sw~ney, S.J.,. t~en profess.or includes students from all four years 
tra~s horme · _tnto a htera~y of Engbsh. Stephante Kovalctk, with majors as diverse as English, 
~or s op c:alled . the Merf!tatd current host of the Tavern, defines it pre-med, and accounting · 
_ave~n. o.uons Ebzabethan .t~es ~s "a cozr place where people The warder, Dr. John Getz, offers 
promment men such as Walbam- mterested an creative writing can · advice and. moral· support at the 
Shakespeare an~ Ben Jonson would meet to read their indiv.idual.'!o.rk~ ~eetings. ~san assistant professor 
·-------~---------;. aloud and get constructtve crtttctsm an the Engbsh Department he gives a 
I · . · ·r. on them.~ The Tave~ offers a great certain amount of stabili~y to the 
I · 123 . ·. . 1 op~o~umty for wnt~rs to ~ry out group and is best . equipped to 





, GAr. ~· ·~·~· v· .:)· · .. · -·;~I pee~s: Following the discussion of syntax, word usage ·and budget. 
• mdtvtdu~l works the group discusses While Kovalcik streised · thai Get'z 
. t~e nature of liter~ry co~ventions "is a member like anyone else," she 
I bke P?Ctry and fictton. . . . . added .that he is, "of course, going to 
I ·FREE PASS '1 ·Whale members of the Tavern know more than any of us.". 
I
I (Admit One) . .I number about twenty, only half of . · She invites everyone to join in the 
I them meet on a regular basis. "The discussions on any Monday evening 
1 "' T . · small _group," Ko.valcik said, "is at 7 p.m. · 
.._ C: his entitles the bearer f I 
I~ ~- to free admission !:l. ~~~ 
lu til e!.t"ll 
1>< ·- "" ""I I~ 8. g ~I 
I ~ ~ ·1 
I
I Issued 1 I "%:I 
I 3225 Madison Road I 
-~ Cincinnati, Ohio ~ 
1 "I got it at Gatsby's" I 
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: l)ave ·Mason to appear In ·concert March 3 
It GREG IARKIR. 
Arlllltlllnllrlllllllltllll ... 
. Dave ·Maion is one of those artists 
who. ha~ won ·widespread critical 
acclaim without being able to attain 
the popularity· necessary for 
. ; superstar status. . Apparently_ the. 
public feels that what Maion dOes he 
·.does well; but not great. Personally~: 
· I disag~e. for his consistent . high-
quality· of music sets him apart from 
. -· ·-·. . . . . :. - \,' ' ... 
the majority of groups now glutting 
the market. You'll have a chance to 
·judse· his muaical abilities for 
ypurself when he appears with Bob . · 
Welch at the . U.C. Fieldhouse 
tomorrow night, March 3. . 
Mason's early backgrouncl is not 
overly- impre-ssive. · showing ·a 
penchant for the guitar at a young 
age, he plilyed in variousiOc:al bands 
in hii hometown of Worcester, · 
MontgomeryperformsatXav/er 
· England. His tarat f)rofessional ex-. hiplighiing his guitar playi ... 
per1ence was ai a rO.die-for the enable<l Mason to~ win miire .... 
Spencer Davis Group, where the both on record and on atqe • 
blues became an early influence. In · Suc:c:elsive albums included Split 
between tuningauitanand chanaini Coconut, Ctrt~d Live and biamOII 
strings, Mason had the opportunity recent release· ut It Flow . . With 
to get together and jam with Steve songs like "So Hip (Rock Me Baby 
Winwood. This talented twosome and Roll Me Away)" aDd .. What Do 
teamed up to become the guiding We Got Herer it wou .. appear that 
force behind Traffic. The group's Mason has returned to a softer kind 
fint real hit (reaching number two · ofrock 'n roll. 
on ~e British charts) was Mason's If o&ve Mason contibuea to. keep 
composition "Hole In My Shoe."· ·turning out .bis uaualsood m•ic-
His material for the· group's eecond •Who knows; maybe someday he'll 
LP, simply entitled Traffic, showed·· :set the recopitio~ ~.dese~~ _ 
sreater maturity and dep~h than any 
IJ JUtiE HELMES withhis hand movements, trillsand \ .!.!!d talent as he whil.~ed thro_'!Jh.fast of his previous works. one of his· 
NMIIIfiWIItlr S(iile'l'\llls::-Froiii that point on;ihe trills.nd glissandos to convey the· songs on that album, .. Feelin' 
Douglas Montgomery, the· 5th performance was clearly uphill all mysterious qUality of the music. · Allright," has proved to be a claasic, 
pianist in the Xavier Piano Series, the way and the pianist came across· His most exciting and dramatic also being recorded by Joe Cocker, 
gave ari effective performance· in the as a very dignifaed, poised and confi- : piece, however, was Chopin's Grand Funk Railroad, and Three 
theatre on February·26. dent performer. . . .:~ Sonata in B minor. The mixture of Dog Night. 
•X i He chose selections from Haydn'i Brahms' Two Intermezzi, Op. 118~ the somber and the light coupled By the time Traffic was released, 
· Sonata, H. XVI, 32,-· b minor, no. I.Lno: 2, f~ll~~ed the Hax.d~ withloudandsoftchangesmadethis however, Masonhadalreadydecid-
Brahm's Two Intermezzi, Op. 118, number. The piece is very beautiful selection extremely appealing. It ed to leave the group in order to pur-








· mdery's sebeesmt iso·rthlaastt aMnodna'ttgwoams ewryellswaovertdh tthhee sue a solo career. After spending a 
JD A major, op. , raures r- penormance o It ony. pe to · yearandahalfcontposingandtrying 
ca'rolle ·No. 2 in G major, op:· 41 and heighten the full, hilrmonized chords · wait. . to figu~ out which d~ection to take,. 
Impromptu 'No. 3 in A-Flat major, and dramatic quality of the music.. The .last selection tied all ·of Mason ended up joining the Delaney 
~· Op. 34 and Chopin's Sonata.in B · Montgomery's styl~ and musical in- Montgomery's musical and and Bonnie tour with Eric Clapton 
minor, Op. 58. _ · terpretation of Two Intermezzi led technical talent into one neat and ex- in 1969. By the end of that year he 
to its positive reception by the tremely attractive bundle. · The d t d h" lb The. se.lections were ve.ry· differe.nt .. was rea Y o ~cor as own a um 
a.udience. •·. audience loved it and demanded two d listed the "d r Dela d from one another and the diver.sity, - an en al 0 ney an 
encores. Bonnie, Leon Russell and Rita while taking away from the unity.of 1 ·h M t · · · Je · n s ort, on gomery gave a very Coolid.,.. to make Alone. Toaether. the. concert, was interesting and -rev w od rti d "t o- 0 . __ . go pe ormance espa e some ear- Tlie next few yearsfound Malon's 
appealing. · Montgomery --------~---- 1 d'ffi Jt" H _ y 1 1cu 1es. e came across as a . career as erratic as his popularity. He 
demonstrated that he could handle a 'The third selection,. Prokofiev's very dignified yet pleasant performer . played and toured with Claptori's 
variety of musical styles and inter- Son.ata No.6 in A Major, was a very . who was extremely profeasional es- Derek and the Dorpinoes, Ma,ma 
pretations. from the . modernistic Modernistic work. The piece was _pecially for his age (Montgomery is Cass, and in 1971 returned to 
Sonata no. 6 in A tmajor by - filled with discord and explosive 24 years old). I was surprised at the England to rejoin Traffic for a series 
'Prokofiev to the melodic and bar- scale runs. While the selection didn't amount of professionalism in such a of recorded concerts. In 1972 his 
monized sound of Brahms' Two In- fit with· the rest of. the concert,. it young artist. future became more secure with the 
termezz•; . def1"n1·te·ly showed the superb ab1'la"ty · • • • • • · signing of a contract with Col~bia 
Haydn's Sonata opened' the c~n- of Montg~ery in interpretation The last piano concert ofthe series Records. His rant album for the label 
·~ but Montgomery played it a bit :and in precision of timing and hand takes place on March S. Aldo Cic- ended a period of almost three yean 
tcft mechanically. The louds and movements. It was a very ·.,ciolini will perform music from since his p~viouutudio album. Ap-
.softs were just not pronounced overwhelming selection. . Satie, Franck, Ravel and 'propriately. titled It's Like You 
enough and so the piece was played The two works ·by Faure, Bar- Rachmaninoff. Be sure not to miss Never Left, the LP typified M.asort's 
in the same volume throughout. I carolle No. 2 in G major and Im- it. mellow style and showed him in fine · 
was rather disappointed with. the promptu No. 3 in A flat major were Also, Ivan Davis will perform a form with the likes . of Stevie 
opening number until its final sec- two very majestic and melodious benefit concert for the piano series . Wonder, Graham Nash and John 
tion (finale, . Presto) · in which pieces. Again, Montgomery ex- on April9 in the theatre. Tickets are Batdorf. 
~med_ to let loose:,,. ~~P.!~~~,~ ~~.~·t of $10.00. . ... _ , ~ _ "'· . Perhaps his mos.t popular album, 
simply entitled DllVe MilSon, . was 
released in 1974. It contained im-
aJinative renditions of Sam Cooke's' 
"Bring It On Home to Me" and his 
bread and butter, Dylan's ·"All OnipltlcllriiMI...,.. 
Along the Watchtower." This LP,_ · · . 
·----~~-~--~--~----------~~ I· . . .. I 
This week the Inspector dis- I I 
gulaed himself eaa bend·•lde~d I 1
1 heeded for the Sporll Complex · 
to Investigate a bleeding luue. I: I 
Once there, the Inspector found 1 G \\~ b Do,!So 1 
ell clues, as well •• many exlll, 1 e.'1\t~~ . ~ ,.,'EO ••'lid t. 1 
locked. The Inspector II pictured 1. ..._,~\\ ~e"''-"\ \ Or ''tb .£II a." 
0,. 1. here •• one of those locked y, '"' 9\\ .. ..,,,,., '"ol" 
doors. A master of escape, the I !,'\· 0rd,,1 I 
Inspector will shortly extricate - ,•:~· y) ...·· ·· .~~. hlmaelf from t ll pr carious
predicament. He wonders whet 
. would befell thole whoee skUll 
of "cepe are not equal to his . · 
own In the event of en actual 
emergency. I · I 
... I I ~&aa-B&aa&a.-am&R.B.a.-.. ~ma~ma&&~~l 1 
Sugtlr 'n Spice I suRVIvOR auzzARD'7s . i 
Is waiting for ~ou after the game or movie 
·with our 1hlb Burgers and fluffy 3 egg omelette 
plus many more exciting dishes 
' . 
IN A HURRY? 
TRY.OUR CARRY OUT SERVICE 
CALL 242~3521 
"Open· Till"- 12:00 AM, Friday & Saturday 
11:00 PM, Sunday- Thursday 
4381 Reading Road 
Reading Road at Victory Parkway (Across fr~ni Natorp's) 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
~9~sm.2S?~5i! Hi!iNP ii'SN'ii5'5?9RS2P95'2.!i!i5i!25i~iiR!~SZSii!RSl.Sl.!iiZR!iSI!~!Q! 
TJturn•r. M1rch a, 1171 
iT-SHIRTS $5.95 t•x1~c~~1:~1ng SWEAT s-rs $195 =· 
' I . . . I ........ 1 1·········· ....... ······~·····················"····· .... I 
... . . ' ' : . I·· 
:•I NAME ' ------ I 
I ADDREss.· -·------·- --- TELEPHONES: ':1 
I;.ITY . ·-- --------- 1-419·599·0560 I 
1- · us (800) 537-3050 I 
I'STATI -. -· _: _____ li"- • - ·- OHIO (800) 472-0886 I 
,1 511 , _________ uuANTITv __ .: ( I 
I I 
ICRIUITCAHUNUMKIH PHON! I 
·I[ ·. -r· ·..• I 
- '. 'I ·.';.\: 
. 1._ Send to: BLIZZARD I 
llxPIRATIDN.uAn g ~~~1111' 111\11(" , P.O. Box 1978 ·1 II 0 1\MIIIII/\N I Vl•lll ~~.·.NAPOLEON, OHIO 43545 I 
I '-· · \ I. 
I I 
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Muskies score 21osses-.1 win one week:;~· 
By TOM PERRINO play Marquette shot a sizzling .643 came out running and outscored the 
NewaSportaWrller from the field compared to a poor Bulldogs 12-4.totakea447-411ead. 
On Monday, February 20, XU .338 for the Muskies. The happiest The man who triggered this out-
was crushed by the Marquette momentforXavierwasthesounding break was Joe Sunderman. Sunder-
War.riors 75 - 53~ Then; two days of the buzzer ending the game. Mar- man played his best game of the year 
later, the Muskies played one oft heir queue went back to Milwaukee with ~rabbing 10 rebounds and scoring I 0 
bettergamesanddefeated Butler68- a 75- 53 victory and their number points .. It was Sunderman's 
60. Next~ Xavier played Detroit and one ranking quite intact. aggressive play that enabled x_u to 
lost to the Titans 82 - 77. On Wednesday, Feb. 22, Xavier gain on Butler and pull away with a 
Marquette went into last Mon- took on the Butler -Bulldogs in a 6.8 - 60'victory. The final basket of. 
day's game looking to solidify their good game. The first half was a see- the game came when Daniels treated 
number one ranking. Well, based on saw battle as the lead changed hands the crowd to a reverse slam dunk to 
their performance, Marquette several times. Butler was doing most ice the win. 
press, thus forcing Xavier. to slow 
down the tempo and run a patterned 
offense. The Titans were still shak-
ing, however, as they clun~ to a 7p-
69 lead ·when Titan Kevm Smtth 
entered the game. At this point,: 
·Detroit ran off eight straight. points 
to grab a 78 - 69 lead. The Titans 
finally closed out with an 82 - 71 vic-
tory. The Muskies did play extreme-
ly well and even made 15 of 18 free 
throws. High man for Xavier was 
Massa, who tallied 23 points while 
Daniels and Spivery chipped in with 
18 and 15 each. 
Slllf photo br Anne K. 
Muakle Keith W•lker allpa by the 
Detroit defenae •nd looka for •n 
••alai In g•me ilctlon S~turd.y night, . 
February 25. Xevler 'oat to Detroit In a 
cloae 82-77 conteat. 
deserves to be number one in the of their seoring from the outside. Next, on Saturday, Feb. 25, the 
world. The Warriors staged the Guards Doug Mitchell and Tom Muskies battled the Detriot Titans 
biggest massacre since Little Big Orner scored 12 and 10 points who came into the game with a 22-2 
Horn. At halftime, .Marquette was respectively. Xavier was working in- record . .The. Titans owned· a 96.3 
leading 36 - 18, and it would have side as Nick Daniels scored nine, scoring average, third in the country, 
been a lot worse if Hank Raymonds, GarY Massa made eight, and Dave and had the largest winning inargin 
... then win 1 the next 
the Marquette coach, hadn't Payton tallied seven. With one se- of any team in the country. By ROB HELVATY 
brought in this third string players. cond left in the first half, Mitchell · Detroit opened the game with a NIWe SIIH Writer 
In the second half, Raymonds swished one from 25 feet and Butler full court press. This defense worked Senior ballplayers Tom Dee and 
cleared his bench and every Mar- led 37-35 at the break. ·to Xavier's advantage; the Muskies Terry Sain were honored during 
queue player saw action. In game In the second ha_lf, the Muskies moved the ball upcourt quicky and Xavier's final home game Sunday, a 
Massa shot 83 percent from the field, 
scoring 14 points in only 12~inutes 
·of play while Nick Daniels ·Scored 
eight points in only nine minutes of 
action. Daniels shot 100 percent 
from the field . 
• •••••••••••••••.••••••. •••••. cashed in on numerous fast break win against Southwestern of 
N E E D C 
opportunities. A big surprise was the Memphis, 82-58. Dee, hitting the 
I
I . . . A. S H ?.·· . · . II fact that XU made nine out of ten boards hard,.rebounded eight times The rebounding leader for the 
free throws in the first half which and scored seven points, while Sa in game was Steve· Spivery with 17. 
I · 1 enabled the Muskies to go into the bombed in six points from outside Marty Wolf led in the assist category 
I Earn up to $80.00 a month . 1 locker room tied with the. startled and came up with three steals. with five, and Dave Payton blocked 
I Donate plasma at Abbott Labs Plasma Center 1 Titans 45-45. · Thirteen of Xavier's 14 players· seven sho~s. Xavier shot 70 percent 
1 In the second half. Detroit did not saw over five minutes of action. Gary from the free throw Hne. 
1 
916 East McMillan at Peebles Corner I · I 
1 call961-o9oo 1 Matmen: look forward to regiona s 
1 New Donors come 8 a.m. to 2 p.m., Mon-Fri 1 · 
I No Appointment Necessary I 
I New donors bring this ad with you. 1 
I and make $5.00 extra on your first donation 1 
I I 
I We feel that we have the finest quality plasma cente~ in I 
I I 
I Greater Cincinnati. All of our donor floor employees are I I AN's, LPN's, or:trained medical corpsmen. A physician is I 
I on-duty full time for your safety and convenience. With I 
1 close to five years at our present location, our personnel 1 
·I are experienced and knowledgeable. · 1 
I COME SEE us SOON! I 
~---------~---------------1 sophomores 
I LIFE 
By PAT LINDSAY 
NIWI Spgrta Writer 
"It could welL be the start of a 
dynasty," coach Jim Bergman said 
with· a smil!l. The Xavier wrestling 
team had just finished defeating 
Dayton 35 - 13, Sunday, February 
26, chalking up their eleventh. and 
final victory of the year. 
"I'm already looking forward to 
next ye~r~" said a happy Bergman, 
secure in the knowledge that he was 
losing none· of his players from the 
young team. The victory over 
Dayton achieved Bergman's goal of 
an impressive 11-3 season, a com-
plete turn ·around from last year's 
disappointing 2 - 12 record. 
"But we were lucky," Bergman 
II II LIFE 
..... 4 
You're working for a ·college 
degree to get started in life. You 
can reinforce that degree and get 
a better start through the Army. 
ROTC two-year program. 
Army ROTC offers you manage-
ment training. Leadership · 
experience. And a commission as · 
an Army officer. Extra credentials 
that will se.t you apart in the job 
market. 
• · Army ROTC also offers you new . 
oppor.tunities in life after college 
....:.... part-time leadership in Reserve. 
while empiOy!=!d in the civilian 
community or full-time active 
duty starting at $11,000 per year. 
For details, contact: 
CAPTAIN JIM DREGNE 




continued. "We lost no· one to illness 
or injury this year; we certainly 
didn't have the depth to compen- · 
sate." The matmen ended with a 
squad often, having just one man to· 
fill each weight class. 
The Muskies came out firing 
February 26 as Ken Tatum got his 
39th through43rd takedowns for the 
year, and finished with .. another 
superior decision. U nfortuna'tely the 
talented freshman is academically 
ineligible to travel to the NCAA 
Regionals next week. 
Jim · Teuschler followed with 
another superior decision, his 15th 
victory of the year, and the Muskies 
pulled out to a 9..0 lead. Teuschler is 
one of five Xavier wrestlers bound 
for the Regionals. 
Pat Mogavero becaine the win-
ningest wrestler in Xavier history as 
he pinned his opponent with five 
seconds remaining for his 40th 
career victory, a tean1 record. Jim 
Bergman previously held the record 
at 39-wins. · 
It was a happy day for Mogavero 
as -his parents cheered in the Dayton 
stands. Mogavero simply beamed as 
they raise~ his hand in triumph. 
Next weekend, he will go for 41 and 
his first post-season .victory at the 
regionals. 
Pat Lindsay brought the score 
further out of the reach of the Flyers 
by pinning his man in58 seconds. 
Lindsay will also travel to the NCAA 
Eastern Regionals at William and 
Mary College this week. · 
Jeff McGrath recorded the first 
TKO of the season. His opppnent 
suffered a concussi~il in a freal( acci-
dent early in the match. He 
!lttempted to continue, but McGrath 
M•tman to page 8 
., 
gatsb~s..j' 
,. sunda~ ni9ht 
... 
two ·for· 
the price of one 
XIWierNewe 
. . 
Swim team wins; 
fi-nal record a.t 5-4 
·ay JIM KAHLER closely by·his teammate Schlank in 
NN• &porta Wrltlr the 100 yard breaststroke. 
· The Xavier men's swim team com- Although Duquesne did have a 
. pleted its first season Saturday, Feb. somewhat commanding lead early in 
· II, in Pittsburgh by. defeating· Du- · the meet, Xavier came on strong in 
quesne University, 52 - 51. The vic- the. second half and had narrowed 
tory pushed. the swim team's final -:Duquesne's lead to six points going 
.. record to 5 and 4. into the last. event - the 400 yard 
·This team could best be described freestyle relay. Xavier's relay, con-
as small but very young imd talented. sisting of Corich, Mahoney, Auda 
· The squad consists of nine and Graham, ran away with it to give 
swimmers; all but one of whom will their team the victory. 
return next year. Senior Gene Xavier did have one meet on the 
Schlalik will graduate. The rest of · calendar that was cancelled due to 
the team includes juniors Tom Auda, snow. It was to have been against 
Pete O'Conner, Bob Witter; Berea College of Kentucky. Coach 
sophomore Jim Kahler and Mattingly said she felt that this 
freshmen Bill Corich, John Graham, would 'have been another victory for 
Pete Mahoney and Mike Turner. her team since they had already 
Coach Sharon Mattingly said she beaten Berea in Berea's invitational. 
felt that the win over Duquesne was meet in December. 
BlaH pholo bj Rob Halvaly 
Freshman Mike Tumer on his way to 
victory In the 200 yard Individual med· 
ley against Centre College earlier this 
season. 
Ruggers open season· 
The Xavier rugby team will open 
its spring season this Sunday after-
noon by hosting the lJniversity of 
. Dayton in a I :30 p.m. match in the 
Xavier stadium. 
Following the Dayton match;· the 
spring schedule will include teams 
such as the powerful Cincinnati 
.Wolfhounds, the Queen City Rugby 
Club, the University ofCincinnati, 
Wright State, Marion, Miami Valley 
and Toledo. An Easter Ruggerfest 
will be held in St. Louis. 
McManamon, treasurer and Sean 
Madden, match secretary. The 
moderator of the club is Brother Bob 
Schneider, S.J. 
With six out of_ the eight matches 
at hpme this season, the team would 
greatly appreciate the active support 
of the student body. 
50¢ 
a real team effort; every point scored 
was desperately needed for the vic-
_tory. Auda and Mahoney were both 
triple winners for Xavier. Auda won 
-B-ballers streak out 
This year's .team will feature a 
powerful and experienced line-up. 
Returning to the team are such 
players as all-Ohio player Jim 
"Bruno" Brunemann, player-coach 
Jim Donlin, Uave Allen; Tom 
Powers; Jim Russo, Pat Mc-
Manamon, John· "Griz" Chmel, 
Sean Madden, Tom Hutchinson and 
Mike Brennan. These players, and 
others, hope to provide the talent 
and experience necessary for a win-
ning campaign. The team is coached 
by Brian Brimelow, who devotes a 
considerable amount oftime to the 







the 100 and 200 yard freestyle events By ROGER ROSENTHAL 
and was· on the winning freestyle N••• co1umn111 
relay. Mahoney ran away with the The X.U. women roundballers 
distance events by taking the 500 and had a 3 game winning streak going 
1000 yard fr.eestyles and swam .on into a Feb. 18 date at Rio Grande. 
that last relay. Other winners for· About,3:30 p.m. that same day, it 
Xavier included Turner in the 200 in- . was over. · 
dividual medly and Kahler in the 100 The visiting Muskies were pound-
yard backstroke. Although Xavier ed to the tune of 84 -52. Reserve 
won 7 out of a possible 12 events it forward Moira Hickey led the losers 
still 'took a number of second· and with II points. 
~hird place finishes to' win the meet. Five days later, Laurie Massa and 
Second place points were scored by Co. entertained the Battling Bishops 
O'Connor in the 100 yard of Ohio Wesleyan. Unfortunately, 
breaststroke, Tu-rner in the 100 yard Massa's crew couldn't mach Tay 
hutterfly and Corich in the 100 ard Baker and CQ., when they disposed 
backstroke. O'Connor was followed of this.team. 
I'MG.oiNCs- iO STA'\' WI'TI-~ 
RODNE'Y FOR A FEW 





WHEN .IT COMES TO DIAMOND EXPERTISE 
. WE'RE COMPLETELY COMMITTED 
· We make it our· business to know our diamcmds. 
And that's good business .. We select every 
diamond with extreme care. Check eac:h stone 
for quality of. cut, clarity and color. And we'll 
gla~ly share our diamond knowledge with. you. 
Show you how to select the most beaut1ful 
diamond your m(!!'eY can buy. · 
STUDENT SPECIAL . DISCOUNT 
CHARGE ·~Carat Diamond .... ····· 195 llv1~~ 
AINCVCIOTUEDNTS '12 carat Diamond ......... 4295 STUDENTS 
1 Carat Diamond . . . . . . . . . 115 · 
• Zef'f' 
~ 
605 Race Street 
Clnclnnltl, Olllo 
tel: 621-0704 0 
The visitors came out on the front 
end of a 53 - 46 count. The Muskies 
trailed the whole game, but were in 
striking. distance throughout the 
contest. · 
Sheil Connolly, who got in early 
foul trouble, had 12 points as did 
Teri Fister, who fouled out. 
The women's record stands at 5-6 
after absorbing two losses last week. 
••••• 
Elections held during the off , 
.season produced the following of-
ficers for the club's 1978 season: Joe 
Donlin, ·president; John Chmel, 
vice-president; Jim Brunemann, 





Women's notes .•. A rare technical 
foul was called in the Ohio Wesleyan 
game. The infraction was on Teri 
Fister after a questionable call by the 
referee. By the way, the free throw 
was missed. 
DE?RE~ED EH? 1HE iU~KEY1S 
MAKIN(,. HIM SELF SIC..K. 
W 11\+ -ntAT IMPoR. TE'D 
K.ANGA ROO JUICE.. . 
I 
Addrea•en Wanted 
lmmed/atelyl Work at 
home - no experience 
necenary-excellent pay. 
.Write American Service, 
8350 Park Lane, Suite 269, 
Dallas, TX 75231 · 
THAI~ NOT HOW 't'O\J 
G-E:T GroOD HOPS, RDDNE 'r. 
·o's 
Xavier Days ('Every Sun_-Mon-Tues) 
Norwood Plaza 
Shopping Center 






Buy Fish ;n Chip Din.ner 
.for only $1.59 · 
·(Regular $2.14) 
Offer Good Every Sun-Mon- Tiles 
. Try Our Drive-Thru Window 
All Menu Items Can Be Packed To Go . 
PRESENT XAVIER 1.0. 
..... 
· ... N· ~-..... ljME~· .·· ... :<· .. •. :--·. .··· . . Edlto;l ·. ·' . · · .. ' . ·. · ·. <0·.· , RITA G. sdiOENFELi> RQcCJNA.M. STEL~~~~~ ' . 
_: . ·. ,,, . ·. _ ........ "':· .. ·· ·MARGARET J.-coNNELLY :· aR.£ooR.Vi?. oooLsav. · ... • . .. FRANK X. BUJOLD ... 
····:· . . . : '. . .: ·.· XAVIER UNIVERSITY. CIN('INNATI, OHIO. . . THURSDAY, ~ARC~-~·-·~~· - .... . ;·. .. . . ·' 
: . : ' . 
. The N eM!~ investigates reasons- for 
. ·: . . . ~ . .- . . . . . . 
. On January I, 1917, John D. Jef- failure ofthose who had supported OK on the final copy befo~printinl 
free, Business . Manager. of past directories, throop ads, to · ·is an accepted piieiiCC._in the' 
Publications at Xavier, retired. As . ~new them. Second, the final :com- business. world; a sort of. printer's 
manage~. Jeffree collected adver~ · puter print-out sheet of dorin . agreement that everythini must be 
tisements t'or &he directory, year- studeritswasn.otavailable.iintilmid- approved before priritinj. Without 
·book and basketball program. Upon October. Third; a fmal OK arid·: it, the printer is liableforeverything 
his retirement, Jeffre's respon~ proof reading for errors on the copy . printed." Smith said that he had 
sibilities · were divided among stu-1 was needed before Horizons would ' ·assumed Diamond would know this. 
.dents. Rod Shearer,Vice-President 1 publish the directocy. 
and Dean of student.beviiopmeiii: ' · · . .. 
cited three reasons for the univer-' In regard ·to the failure of patrons· Upon -receiving the 2000 direc-
sity's decision to let students assume to renew the directory as a cause for tories from the printer, Diamond 
Jeffre's job. First, it was only a part- delay, Jeffre did say that Diamond said that he was worried about dis-
time job for Jeffre since two-thirds of would .·have trouble getting some. tributing them to students. "I didn't 
his income was earned elsewhere. Se- people to renew their ads, according ~now how to. do it," Diamond sai~. 
cond, the job would provide a good to Shearer. Apparently, some , I finally dec1ded to !BY t~em out m · 
apprenticeship for a marketing stu- patrons spo~sored the directory only bo~es around the Umve~1ty Center. 
dent. Third, a student could benefit as a personal favor to Jeffre. Th1s plan worked great; m a matter , 
from the income of a 30% commis- ... · - · · of days all the directories were 
sion on all profits. Qj. · I gone." 
At the end of the 1977 Spring .·. . 0· Y· ·. 5·. :...·l· s· ·. I The. only reservation Diamond semester, Shearer offered Jack Dia- mentioned having in 1lllowing a stu~ 
mond, Student Government Presi- dent to assume Jeffre's job was the 
dent, the job of collecting ads for the school's loss of renewed ads. 
student directory. Diamond Furthermore, according to Cia-
accepted the position, and at the · · mond, "if a guy did it on a permanent 
the ads, $705.00 of which has been 
collected. Given ·these f!Jure~ the 
-direciO'fY".shouiCfsiiowa profit--or 
$633.50, excluding the. Business 
Manager's 30% commission which 
amounts to $271.50. It should be 
noted that, at press time, $2250.00 in 
revenue ~rom ads was outs~nding. 
Diamond said that he had askecl · 
his brother, John T. Diamond, to 
handle the bilJing of ads. About half 
ofthe.bills were mailed in December 
and_ a 'second' billing of those who 
had failed . to pay was made last 
week, according to Shearer. B()th 
Shearer and Diamond cited the 
Thll analyall II the first of a two-
part aerlea on atudent publlc.tlona by 
Barb Barren, News Copy Editor. The 
first part of·the aerl• ex1111lnea the 
delayed appeerence of the student 
~lr.-=tory. Next w•k, the News will 
explore the reuona behind the non-
• .,.,..,.IM?e of the.1878-77 yeerbook. 
beginning of July, 1977, he met with Concerning· the second point, all basis, as Jeffre did, the directory 
Douglas Smith, President of interviewed, Diamond, Shearer, and· would pay for itself." HQwever, the 4elay in the delivery of directories as 
]!..Q!.'_kQI)~_ Li~ited .J\~ J\gen~y. tq_ Smith, cited the final computer News .discovered that if all ad a reason for bills not being sent out 
·discuss the work which Horizons print-out of dorm students as an an- revenue was collected, the directory until December. It is necessary to 
would do. nual cause of delay. . would incur a profit. According to send proof ofthe printing along with 
On December 20, this year's stu-
dent directory was finally delivered. 
According to Smith, the deliveryOf 
the directory generally occurs before 
Thanksgiving break. Diamond cited 
three reasons f~!' the delay. First, the 
Horizon's fmal OK requirement 
cost a·. lot of time becabse Shearer 
was. unable to contact piamond for 
the copy proofing, Piamond said. 
He added, "I don't know why they 
needed it." According to Smith, "the 
Rich Leichleiter, Chairman of the the bill. According to Diamond and 
' Student Government Financial Shearer, lack of money for postage 
Board, (S.G,F.B.),and BobGalovic, resulted in the partial billing in 
S.Q..F.B. Treasurer; the total cost of . December. Diamond cited $.60 .as 
the printer's bill was $22@.00. the cost of mailing each directory. 
Gaiovic .. arid · Lechleiter · cited Galovic failed to see lack of money . 
$3105.00 as expected revenue from as a problem. "Payment for things of 
.·.;.~ 
this nature is ·always.~lten ·out of· 
Student ·Governirient's general ac-:-
. count:' he said. "For eample, when·. 
the student teacher eValuations were · · 
sent to commuters, ·m~ney froni. the· 
general account was w.itlidrawn • to· 
cover postage costs." ln. regard to the . 
second -::---- or p()ssible first - billing 
of patrons which accurred last week, 
Diamond said that he was not sure 
· which ·advertisers his· brother had. 
billed ·in December. Diamond also 
cited missing. contracts . on some of 
the ads as a potential problem in bill 
collecting .. · • · · 
Because of this failure in the 
collection 'of revenue. from· ads the 
S.G.F.B. has had to assume the 
responsibility of paying the 
publisher's bill of $2200. Diamond 
said that he was not in a hurry to pay 
the publisher's bill because of their 
delay in delivery. However, Smith 
noted that there was no delivery date 
specified on the contract. . 
Since S.G.F.B. was forced to pay 
the publisher's bill it will have less 
money to work with in funding S.G., 
activities for the rest ofthe semester 
if the outstanding $2250 is not 
collected by March 22, · Lechleiter 
said; Afterthisdate, money collected . 
frpm ads will be forwarded to next · 
year's account. "This is uilfair to 
students who have paid the $10.00 
ID fee for student activities to be 




To the Editor: 
This is in response to the letter 
written by Greg Barker which 
appeared in last week's X.U. News 
entitled, "S.R.s' excursion burns 
student." 
First of all, how can Mr. Barker 
make any statements at all as to 
what went on while the S.R.s were in 
Florida when he was not there? Is he 
going on what he heard or thought 
he heard? Does Mr. Barker write his 
music articles on what he has heard 
other people say about a group or 
album? 
I, myself, expefienced many· 
personal gains from the. trip. Not 
only did I have a chance to relax, but' 
I had the opportunity to get much 
better acquainted with the other· 
S.R.s on the staff whom I had not 
had much contact with since the· 
beginning of ihe year. It is very 
.·difficult to arrange meetings that 
can satisfy everyone's time opc;nings 
which is one of the reasons that the 
entire staff does not get together 
more often during a semester. The 
S.R.s in each dorm meet together 
once a week. As for just "walking 
across Ledgewood," a meeting of 
this sort could not possibly have the 
benefits of a week of living together 
in a relaxed climate and atmosphere. 
· Something of this sort does tend to 
rev i.ve interest in school 
responsibilities as evidenced by the 
number of college students that head 
south to take' a break and "get 
psyched up" for tfte remainder of a. 
semester. 
In reaction to · Mr. Barker's 
comment about tlie "half-baked 
story" about talking and developing 
listening skills, I have to say that I 
. did gain something from the sessions 
we had while in Florida, and I 
emphasize that we did· have· them. 
This may be contrary to Mr. 
Barker's "wager" that the only thing 
·we were listening to was the crashing 
of wa~es on the beach. 
I have to wonder what Mr. Barker , .... 
no basis of truth. 
· These men go to. school like ·the 
rest of us, yet they're different, they-
are attempting to obtain 2 I hours 
within an 8 week period. From 
Monday to Saturday you will find 
them in class, 6.S hours a day. · 
would say if he and the X. U~ News 
staff were offered a trip to Florida. 
Would he abstain on the grounds 
that it would "keep Xavier fro~. 
'operating in the ·black?" Maybe.he· 
·should stick to listening to his · 
albums and writing his articles 
about music. The norm, regarding study time is 
John Chmel. two hours for every hour· in class, 
Husman S.R. this puts them well into the night 
Tassone sets studying until t:oo or 2:oo in the 
morning. On the weekends they are 
record straight. to be found studying for either a 
·mid-term paper or for finals. 
·To the Editor: We as students can always find 
. In reply to last week's accusation time for a party or whatever, these 
by Student Senator Mark Cardosi men simply . do not have time for . 
concerning my financial reimburse- anything, never mind the crap that 
ment story in the News, I should was implied·that they do. 
simply like to set the record straigJ!t. Philosophically . speaking, these 
you have it wrong, Mr. Cardosi. men are our fathers, they have 
Cardosi stated that my inter- children in high school and college, 
.viewee, ·Student Senator Dave and now the writers of the article 
Scaletta, and I implied in that story regarding I.B.M. are trying to make· 
"that the Senate's study had gone them look as stupid as they are. 
beyond the planning stages and was The article. would have been 
now being presented to the ad minis-' humorous at another time, not when 
tration and to ·the· students." the I.B.M. guys are going to school· 
In fact, the story clearly .reads: iilclliving on campilsnow.. . ·, 
"Scaletta explained that what his Jonathan, Green 
sroup may propose is •very much in Dum-ont expose· s 
the planning stages yet."' Black on . . 
wh~~: Cardosi closed in contending ;f ns_idet ploy 
that "until something ofsubstance is To the Editor: 
ready to be said, it might be better if In your recent edition of Xavier 
nothing is said at all." News (Thursday, February 16, 
I seem to recall a ·somewhat I 978), there was included a 
similar quote: "Better to remain centerfold, Insider:. Ford's 
silent and be thought a fool ... " Continuing Series of College 
_. Do~_Tassone . Newspaper Supplements. I would · 
Gree. n de'ends 'like 'to share with you some of my II . . personal reflections apropos this 
IBM personnel "free" centerfold. · 
. _ . First, I would like to cite three 
To the Editor: . headlines which are excerpted from 
In regard to last week's issue of the · . one of the lead articles authored by 
Xavier News, in which the "opinion- Don Eastman, How to Play the Test 
ated . column" ran . an article on Game - and Win. The three 
I.B.M.; I feel that the situation must citations indicate the tone and 
be cleared up and clarified. direction of the article: "American 
The article seems to be a parody of education -consists of two d'fstinct 
what happened a few years ago, not . parts: There is learning, and there is 
today;· as was implied in the article. the game of learning." . 
These "I.B.M." men of which the "What you will be graded on is 
column writes live on my wing, and . your ability to see the subject matter 
'from whatl have seen, the article has · from the instructor's perspective." 
"Take a lesson from the. football 
teani: practice .the plays you 'think 
will ·work until they become 
automatic." 
If I have not miscontrued the 
message of this Insider given in this, 
article, it is advertising · to the 
academic world the structure and 
pulse of business and industry as a 
game of tactics and strategies. It is 
insinuating that businesses and 
industry involve a .contest between 
opponents; it is a combat of 
competition; it is a winning and a 
losing. Winning is success and 
everything; losing is much worse 
than a failure, it is a social eviL 
Ford is advertising to the 
. academic community .the business 
practices which have brought it to 
the peak of success in the 
automobile industry. Ford is 
"freely" sharing with the academic 
community the strategy inherent in 
these practices. Education is a game· 
between opponents, a combat 
between adversaries involving 
passing (winning) arid failure 
(losing). The instructor is seeking to 
beat the student and, vice versa, the 
student is seeking to beat · the· 
instructor. It is similar to business in 
that it also involves the game of· 
competition between adversaries. 
This strikes me as being offensive. 
It is proposed ingenuously as being 
the hard truth of the realistic world 
of things. Yet, inherent in this "free" 
handout of the truth of things it has 
glaring and inconsistent assertion 
that all learning and knowledge is 
slanted. Isn't this a slanted realism? 
Isn't this a radical cynicism that· 
offends the sensitivity and dignity of 
the student and teacher alike? 
. Is Mr. Eastman teaching us the 
"free" and "non-credit" lesson· that 
one has made it, one has reached the 
pinnacle of success and freedom 
when she/he has become 
autonomous . to the extent of 
imitating a . mechanical robot's 
automatic· behavior? This not only 
strikes me as being offensive to the 
digiifty-.. o(. the .. _laborer who is· 
projected here as a mechanical 
robot; . It is de~umanizing and 
l. 
i degrading. 
In fact, this.article and the general 
;tone and i~s~.nuati~~ Qf the Inside~: 
strikes .me as being both offensive 
and . obscene, i.e., against the 
genuine and authentic scenario of 
education that is actually taking 
place on a Catholic Christian 
campus such as is Xavier.· In 
etymological· terms, it· is . 
pornographic; and, in moral terms, . 
it' is indecent (i.e., unbecoming to the 
dignity of man); and, in Christian 
terms, it is lacking. in charity and 
benevolence (i.e., both work and 
education are a service, not a 
competition). 
In a less lofty sense, it strikes me as 
somewhat amusing when I regard 
the circus of life th11t we here at 
Xavier have included the "nude" and 
"bare" facts of life· as the factual · 
truth and realism underlyirtg · the 
American "free" enterprise system. 
We have succumbed .to the_ 
pornographic centerfold. Of course, 
we· have inserted ours. in a much 
more sophisticated manner than the 
:crudities that appear elsewhere ~n 
the American scene . ... -· .··; .. --
How could we explain this event? 
Have we become insensitive to 
pornography? Or, is it thecasethatwe 
only ·identify pornography with-
visual effects and exclude the "free" 
flow of words and ideas from such 
groi_s appelations? Or, Is it ·simply 
thecasethatinthehubbubandpaceof 
academic life, we simply "processed" 
these centerfolds as another tedium: 
first, automaticaly inserting them 
into the paper, and secondly automa-
tically discarding them in the manner 
of a mechanical robot? Has the 
autonomy inherent in our academic 
freedom gained such a automatic 
degree of graduation? worse still, 
have we succumbe to the general 
American tolerance ofhumoring this 
· cynicism as the crude core of life? 
Certainly, this gnomic philosopher· 
has a lesson to learn from the Ameri- · 
can economy about wasting his time 
with such letters. ·The classroom is 
the place to teach the verities of life; 
it would seem .. 
Richard E. Dumont 
XnlerNeW8 
l.·was··a Teenage Tubeahol.ic 
· "This meeting of the Cincinnati 
Chapter ofTubeaholics Anonymous · 
will come to order," said our leader 
Bill. "'ur first order of business is to 
hear from a new member." lrose to 
tell my sad story~· ·· 
"Look at me, l look like any · 
average ·college student. Yes, but 
beneath this preppie exterior lurks 
the ·soul-of a tubeaholic. Yes, I am 
· · one of those people who cannot 
. 'resist the temptation to watch televi-
sion." 
~It startedwllen I was just a baby. 
My_eyes cleared for the firsttime riot 
to the vision of my loving mother, 
but rather to Dancing Bear doing a 
two-step with Captain 'Kangaroo. 
Like most five-year-olds, l wanted a 
pony, but mine had to talk, just like 
Mr. Ed.~ . 
''My parents told me when I turn-
ed six that I would have to go to 
school. I cried and cried and clung 
desperately to the leg of my zenith. 
The world was a terror to me. I had 
· never even been outside, we didn't 
have extension cords. But off to 
school l went. I was brave just like 
Chuck C!Jnnors in The Rifleman. 
When I got to school things were all 
right and a whole new world opened 
· to me - educational television." 
"By age 12, I wa·s mainlining- sit-
coms, dramas, varieties, even com-
mercials - hell, I didn't care, I'd 
watch anything. Remember Camp 
Runamuck,. Dorango, The Pruitts of 
Southhampton, 'It's About .Time? 
Well, I saw them all. If they were 
good or if they were bad, it didn't 
· matter; itdoesn 't matter when you're 
hooked." 
"But don't get me wrong, there 
were good times. When I got my first 
pimple, Wolfman Jack cleared it 
right· up. And when the old Zenith 
died, I cried. What a touching mo-
ment in my life, its little picture tube 
· growing dimmer and dimmer into a 
faint little dot. But all was not lost 
for my parents bought me a Sony of 
my own. Yes, I learned a lesson in 
life and death. Every Sunday after 
Mass I light a candle for the old 
Zenith, and I visit her every time I'm 
in the·· basement. TV taught me 
there's more to life than 13 weeks." 
''Romance entered I;DY life, but it · 
took a back seatto my television. We 
dated like most couples; I took her to . 
a taping of To Tell The Truth, even 
Someone Lost .at. 
C.lean cut C.har-lieJ just tk 1'(\(ln 
T wanted '1o see.. Remember hOw mLich 
. trot4b\e was C8Llsed by 'ihis year's cheeri~ 
c~ant at the UCaa~? Wd\, elkrybody~ 
?rac.tc·,n,g .ol\ a new one. Be a ·sooJ 
sf'ort ~nd tell:tAswhat you th,nk. 
L 
got her Kitty Carlisle's iutograph. 
But it was not to be, she was soap 
opera, and I was game show." . 
"Mom and dad were ·concerned, 
so they bought me a car.l took long 
drives to appliance stores. I would 
wander for hours in shopping malls, 
. looking for the perfect display. At 
first, 25 was a thrill, but soon my 
resistance grew, and I had to see 30, 
40, SO models displayed." · 
"Oh, how I would hl;lte myself in 
the morning, crawling out ofbed to 
see Good Morning America. Ther~ 
seemed no end to my troubles; no 
hope in sight. I had ~eenall the local 
programming; and the appliance 
stores threatened to . ·have me 
arrested ·for loitering. Whenever a 
customer would try to buy a 25 inch 
floor model, I would' fling myself 
upon my departing friend." 
·· "The only hope was college. I had 
heard that Cincinnati didn't have . ing 125 points and setting up a sure 
television, they had something called· victory for the second member. The 
AI. Schottelkotte. Xavier was ,my object was to score 200 points and 
choice. I had to get away fromthe get $5,000forthefamlly. Thecontes-· 
tube; UC had a whole department tant had 20 seconds to give the five 
dedicated to television, and I knew top answers to survey questions. He 
my life wouldn't . change if I went answered with speed and confidence; . 
there." Dawson made a couple of jokes to · 
."X.U; was a conipiete shock to kill time. The score mounted as the 
me; People did watch TV down here, responses were revealed, 173 points 
and the more I got to know the peo- were scored. as the last answer 
pie at Xavier, the morel realized we ap(,eared on the screen. Everyone . 
were all in the sam~ pitiful state. It was going nuts; would they make it, 
was sad but true, for the campus or would they fail? A brief scuffle 
revolved around that box of tran.; broke out in the corner of the room .. 
· sistors and tubes. Schedules were Dawson spoke the familiar, "And 
made around the.morningversionof our survey said ... ," and the screen 
Happy Days. ·People would not went blank. The network had fouled 
swap history notes·, they would trade things up, the tape had broken, and 
plot summaries of All My Children." we were never- to know whether they 
"Things were worse in Cincinnati,· won. the money or not." 
I found myself falling into old habits, 
and .was even acquiring new addic-
tions like Juvenile Court, and Dr. 
Kincaid's Casebook. · The sight of 
500 piteous red-eyed people making 
their way to class was just becoming 
· too much for me. The end must be in 
sight, I thought to myself." 
. "And the end was near.lt happen-
ed yesterday, I was sitting in my 
room watching Family Feud. Three 
hundred people were crowded 
around me laughing at every word 
Richard Dawson said. The excite-
ment built as usual, one ·family 
emerged as champion and headed 
for 'fast money.' Bets were taken 
during the commercial break. The 
first half of the familtd.~~ we;: II, s~or-
"All hell broke loose. Three hours 
later I awoke amid the trash I used to 
call my room. Bodies were scattered 
about, moans were heard from the 
hallway. A student, near-death, told 
me the mob decided to storm the sta-
tion. I knew there had to ·be a change, 
I. had to quit, and that's why I stand 
before you here at Tubeaholics 
Anonymous today. Please help me." 
I looked around me, most of the 
people at the meeting were in tears. 
They had heard this sad story a 
million times before. It felt nice to be 
among friends. A hand rose from the 
audience. A young girl rose and ask-
ed, "Did you ever find O\!t if they 





To the Editor:. 
For the past t\Yo weeks I havecead, 
with more than a passing interest, 
cartoons and editorial comments in 
the Xavier News. Let me say in the 
beginnina· that .I do not object to 
criticism of the Housing operation 
in any way. He~lthy criticism can 
only make us better in the Ions run. I 
. ,·do believe, however, that the dorm 
residents and other Xavier students 
need to know some· facts 
surrounding the housing operation 
so they may criticize our operation 
more intelligently. 
Let us begin with the "Commun-
ity Building" concept. For the past 
three years we have been attempting 
to offer Xavier dorm residents an 
alternative to the "administration-
controlled dorm." Several years ago 
we were. criticized for controlling 
everyone .and everything in the 
dorm. Students said they wanted 
more "freedom" to live as they 
chose. We had about 27 Resident 
. · Assistants and 4 Hall Directors who 
· were the administrators of the dorm; 
they all could write-up students, · 
they all made rounds, . they ~ll sent 
troublesome students to the "Dean" 
- in short, WE controlled your 
environment. · 
That was probably fine with some 
people because the only responsibil-
ity they had was to try to get out of 
Tiluii4Mr, Marcil a, 1171. 
troubie 'if they· were caught. All the 
· emphasis on enforcement was plaCed 
upon the staff. Since · Xavier had 
. only two full-time professionals on 
the Housing staff this became a very 
heavy burden for student-staff to 
carry. Staff morale was ·very· low 
becauie they were always seen as the 
bad guys (aals) .. 
We have now chosen to approach 
l'esidence. ·hall government from a 
new direction. Not from control, but 
from a developmental concept One 
· look at the justice or court system of 
· the country will convince most of us 
that little development takes place· · 
when punishment, · control, . and 
enforcement are the primary factors 
in human relationships. · 
Development, to me, · · means 
giving · some responsibility to ·a 
person and then helping that person 
deal with that responsibility. This is 
what we have-attempted to do. Let 
me Cite some examples: 
I. Community formation: ·Every 
resident student at Xavier has an 
opportunity to select his or her living 
environment within the legal, physi- · 
· cal, ·and moral confines of Xavier 
University. Even freshmen can ask 
in their selectjon of dorm space for 
smokers, · non-smokers, same 
academic area wings, and to some 
extent study. habits. Every resident 
can;' within these same guid~lines, 
pre-select the goals, wing lea~ership, 
area of the hall, visitation, quiet 
hours, etc. They also are informed of 
the judicial procedure from write-up 
to the appeals process. They can 
choose peer-lfoup adjudication or two trips to my office and 1 or dorm~.' 
administrative action of any ·on weekends. The Housing office is 
violation. Each community has a open and professionally staffed 42~ 
Senior Resident who is trained to be hours per week. One problem here is 
of service only to the resident with that nearly everyone with ll housing 
no real administrative responsiblli~ problem asks for me directly. This is 
ties. sometimes unnecessary and causes 
2 .. Maintenance: Any resident with time waste for both the resident and 
a ~intenance problem may call . myself. If students would tell the 
745-3201 and report it. This secretary or the receptionist the 
information is written down on a nature of their need, many (if not 
duplicatefotm -one C(opyofwhich .·most) could be more efficiently 
·.is taken daily to the Mai~tenance handled by some other person; · 
department. The remaining copy is · 4. We have initiated an inspection 
retained and after a reasonable of the dorms jointly. by the 
Ienjth of time a staf member (it's her Supervisor of Janitors .and Maids . 
only job) calls the student to see if and the Director of Residence Life. 
the problem has been remedied. If it During their inspections, students 
is not, then a call and a second order are asked randomly about the 
is made to the Maintenance : cleanliness of the -dorms. When 
Department by the. Director of · complaints are noticed or expressed, 
Residence Life. Emergency .orders quick remedial action is taken. 
are called-in to the appropriate I feel that our system is not 
Maintenance specialist immediate- perfect, but I feel strongly that it is a 
Iy. Some complaining students have · responsibility-oriented system that 
chosen to bypassthissystemandcall is very flexible. We are a long way 
Maintenance directly. They may or from where we were 5 or 6 years ago 
may not get results and our ability to and nobody I've talked to wants to 
double check on these problems is go back .. 
lost. Dave Tom 
3. ·Office Hours: The Housing 
Office· in the University Center is 
open Monday through Friday from 
8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. There· is 
always a staff member who can solve 
problems during these ·hours. My 
own hours · are "intermittent" 
because I have meetings, dorm 
visits, and individual conferences. I 
also average at least one night per 
.week on campus and make at least 
News coverage 
hurts individuals 
To the Editor: 
Any knowledgeable sports writer 
knows that in a team sport it is the 
team and not any individual who 
wins or loses. To cite an individual 
for special recognition in victory is 
an accepted use of sports media. To 
cite one individual for a foul 
committed in a close game, 
especially . without noting the 
excellent game she had played is 
inexcusable. This coverage does 
disservice to the readers because it 
does not tell the .entire story of the 
same. More importantly it hurts the 
individual ·who has · played "team 
ball" in victory and· defeat, by · 
placing the weight of a loss on her 
shoulders. When a sports "writer" 
does ·this he has violated the most 
basi~ principal of team sport 
without any respect for the feelings 
of an individual. 
We the members of the Xavier 
University Women's Basketball 
Team appreciated the coverage we 
have received in the past, but if 
continued coverage means 
demeaning a teammate in a game 
that was lost by a team, we would 
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I~IK. e:. · ·PA· ·&·fl Racq.ue.tball: spo .. rtlng,enthusiast·s'-la.~e;s.t.·cr~ze · · By DON TASSONE students; however, the fourth is tised. staff, before· the alumni/' he said~ ball tour·n.am. ent. t. o begm o. n Tues-. , N•w• Shill Writer solely to serve Xavier undergrads. "This was built for the many,. not for day, March L. .. · . "Undoubtedly, it's· the fastest . Since handball/ racquetball courts the few." · Brueneman said he. feels t~at the 
Stell: congrats an~ Good Luck on }our thesis in growing indoor sport in the country.. have begun to spring up in universi- All Xavier full-time undergrads . sport of racquetball will contmue to 
Cleveland. Sec you there! Love, Jason And there's no exception here," ex- ties acr()ss the country, national are permitted to use the courts free grow. rapidly, especially in the. Cin-
Rnh: The only thingthat'ssilrunkonyou isyour/,..arl! plained Xavier's Director of Campus norms indicate an 800 student per with their. student photo I. D. card. cinnati area, but added that Xavier 
Greg: If you ca!e· then you're not apathetic. Rucky Activities, Tony Brueneman. who every one court ratio, nearly twice : One "'u student, John Cheml, will be able to facilitate the ad-
JRG ·- the Picasso of the English Department. 1' that added that XU i.s currently X. avier's · 475·.1 ratio. Brueneman related that in the five years he's been ditional players. . 
a question begging epithet'! · 
facilitating the many lovers of that pointed out that iri·that regard, XU is. playing ·racquetball, .he's .~·never· "Sure, we could fill eight more 
sport: racquetball. much better off than many private played on courts any better. Maybe courts here easily," he said, :·and 
Rita: the eyes han~ it. 
"Our four handball/ racquetball colleges in Ohio and a number of the ventilation could be better, but with the advent of the new Busmess 
courts are nearly always· in constant · state schools,' too. • other than that they're excellent." Administration building, we'll cer-
Greg: Don't leave me in suspcnce. 
Marbles: Keep on rc~earchin' 
use," Bureneman said. "At noon "People must remember that the Cheml added that he enjoys the tainly' have a greater flow of 
each day reservations are take~ for primary p!Jrpose of this building game "because it's good exercise, it's players." · . 
Obi~won: new york will never be the same ... 
RGS: leehec, teehee. teehcc ... RMS 
Terry C.- or what I mean lo say is terry C.: no.lcl me 
put thnt nnothcr woty. Terry c.: or is that . .'! the following day~s play. By 12:20 all (Sports Complex) is to serve the . fast-moving and competitive." He, But for the time being and the near 
the courts are gone." needs of the undergraduate student like other· Xavier undergraduates, future, Brueneman sajd, Xavier. can 
PUG: Join Gigglm Anunymous ... They canhelpynu. Why the great interest in racquet- first- before the faculty, before the will participate in the XU racquet- handle "the craze of racquetball." 
Nccnn: No. it's hlin~ faith! M. & J. ball? Brueneman· contended it's · · · 
Obi-won: Happy Related Hirthday ... Hans Kung 
Ri~e to New Jersey ncc~ed. Will share costs and help because it'S a· relatiVely ea'sy game for 
drive. Call Maria'J21-234J. most people to learn, people who 
l'oo-bear is doing just fine. Who an: you'!- Big Dave. need not be especiallyathJetically in-
Jeff. next time try opening doors before you walk into eli ned. But the main reason, he said, 
them is that ."it makes you sweat." 
~~~.y Higgalunga. thanks for the mammeries!- the top "There are ·a lot of conditioning 
Ripper. get your butts in ~ear.- your ,.cret admirer. , factors involved in the game, SUCh as 
Hey Ed Huff. Happy Birthday! a substantial increase in heart rate," · 
he said. "And with the new stress in 
physical education· on efficiency in 
respiratory and cardiovascular 
systems, racquetball is ideal." 
Z: Love and kisses to my favorite toad. 
MJC- Now that l'nt blind, I guess I'll just have to.fi'<•/ 
my way around.-lmp. 
Xavier's four courts are located on 
xu gr~duates become successful businessmen and the second floor of the O'Connor 
make good money. Why have the gov't tax it all'! Join 
MLH- The Ivory Tower is waiting in "Mary-Land." 
The sooner we· leave, the 't:N:rtcr. MJ 
xu Young Republican<. Sports Center. Three of the courts 
MGS: I wonder where Ruth is'/ 
JCN: What is civilization'! (Do you know'/) 
Ranald: They spelled your name wrong last week -
Don't de~pair. Hope's a dope. How was D.C.'! Love. 9 
Dorothy and the Scarecrow can follow the yellow brick 
road with no help from you. 
GDG: In re: 2/26/1M. When are you going to land'/ 
iue open to XU faculty, staff, alum- . 
ni, graduate and undergraduate 
DJS: 'Well, if you're so smart, why don't you pick up 
' your cues faster'!" 
I'm so tired of all these job interviews. when is someone 
going to hire me'! 
Vince: Going home Friday'! Signed, your l,als. 
Matmen from page 4 
wrestled aggressively, and ran up the 
score. Midway through the last 
period, his opponent couldn't go on. 
McGrath will also make the trip to 
the post-season tournament, and 
probably is the· Muskie's most 
hopeful chance for placing. 
ting losses, all of them wrestled as 
well as they had all season. 
Dave Markgraff recorded his 
seventh pin of the year to bring the 
team score to a 35 - 13 Xavier vic-
tory. Markgraff is also bound for the 
regionals. 
Dayton brought the score to 29 -
13 as Chris Perrino, Bud Ruffing 
and Jim Janning went down to 
defeat. Jim Schulien tied his oppo-
nent. Although they wer~-disappoin-
"It was a very rewarding year. I'm 
proud to have coached this group of 
young men, and I'm anxious for next 
year," Jim Bergman concluded . 
. ... ,~.JUNIORS AND SENIORS: 
Looking for a part-time job with 
good income, flexible hours 
and real experience in the 
· business worldl 
The Ray Baker Age.ncy 
Northwestern Mutual 
Call Bill Klingenian, 961-1820 
"THE" DISCO OF CINCINNATI 
.PRESENTS 
Saturday Night Fever 
You may have seen the others or you have been 
to all the rest. Now see the real fever.· Super 
·prizes, cash, and trophies. Dance contest and 
look-a-like contest. 
p ..... 
First in a series of "Parties of theM onth" . 
FOR MORE DETAILS 
CALL 871-5611 
3225 Madison Road 
. Cincinnati, Ohio· 
~---'-- ------··· ·--··--......................... . 
THE VERONA FATH··ERs· 
A Religious Society 
For the Foreign Missions 
2104 St Michael St. I Cincinnati, Ohio 45204/1513) 921-1176. 
HASSAN MOTORS, INC. 
3813 Montgomery Road 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45212 
531 5500 
We all know how to make love, but have you ever loved as a 
Christian? Would you like to love not one, but all mankind? Are you bold 
enough to devote your life to loving God's poorest and most rejected, as 
a missionar.y? A Verona Father? 
10% OFF 
on all service and parts to 
X.U. students and faculty. 
with identification cards. 
For further information write: 
Fr. Ken 
2104 St.. Michael St. 
Cincinnatif Ohio 45204 
1-513-921-1176 
Graduation.isn't too far off, and you're planning the best way to launch your eareer. 
Set out with INMONT, a world leader in.the manufacture of printing inks for the 
packaging, printing, and publishing industries; and paints and other sturdy surface 
coatings for the automotive industry. · . . · . 
You'll be joining a company well known and. respected for its· consistentlY high 
quality products, superior technical capabilities, and long-established relation-
ships with national and international markets with demonstrated records.of growth. 
·Grow with us in these areas:· 
CHEMISTRY MAJORS 
Organic • Polymer • Quality. Control 





· Begin your future nc;»w~ Contact your College Placement· 
Office tcl'arrange an interview appointment 
with our College Recruiter. · 
.. We wiUbe lntervle,wlng on ca~pua. 
Friday, Mli.rch·1 Oth .· 
... , ..... . •, 
